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Violence and Instability on Russia’s Border. Towards
a New Proxy Regime in Kiev?

By Stephen Lendman
Global Research, September 01, 2015

Region: Europe, Russia and FSU
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In-depth Report: UKRAINE REPORT

Events in Ukraine (and Eastern Europe) target Russia – part of Washington’s longstanding
regime  change  agenda,  wanting  US-controlled  puppet  governance  replacing  Russian
sovereignty, eliminating a key rival power, giving America access to a huge new source of
vital resources.

Perhaps Victoria Nuland’s dirty hands were involved in Monday’s Kiev riots, previous unrest
this  year  and likely  more to come. Washington is  displeased with Poroshenko.  Former
Ukrainian MP Vadim Kolesnichenko said US officials are considering two replacements:

Valentin Nalivaichenko, former Ukrainian security service head, or Sergei Levochkin, former
Yanukovych  chief  of  staff.  A  previous  article  explained  Ukrainians  overwhelmingly  despise
Poroshenko. Calls persist for him to step down. Replacing him won’t surprise anyone.

Meanwhile, war on Donbass rages. Western media largely ignore daily shelling by junta
forces – including attacks on residential  areas, hospitals,  schools and other nonmilitary
targets.

An unverified late August report from an unnamed source said the following:

(C)ylinders  of  toxic  gases  and  containers  of  poisonous  substances  were
delivered  to  the  technological  facilities  of  high-voltage  insulators  plant  in
Kramatorsk street, town of Slavyansk.

There’s  chlorine  in  cylinders,  not  less  than  five  covered  wagons,  also  other
containers with contents I know nothing about labeled with words and signs
“poison,” “danger,” “do not touch without protection.

All of it was brought in under the guise of varnishes and paints, but I know the
look of the packaging of both, and whatever was brought here last week has
got nothing to do with it. It looks like a chemical weapon.

They don’t let anyone in the warehouse. There is round-the-clock guard in
military uniform without insignia. All the time there’s been some strange hustle
and bustle.

Soldiers “boasted that separatists will be given a big washing, from which they will puke
blood.  Our  guerrillas  have  verified  this  information.  There  is  understanding  that  the
Ukrainian military and Security Service are preparing a provocation against the Novorossiya
militias having intent to show them use chemical weapons against civilians.”
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 Harm as many civilians as possible. Show dead bodies on TV for Europe and
America to intervene. This is actually why I am calling from Slavyansk, we
don’t want to be Guinea pigs and die for Poroshenko or America.

Tell  everyone  that  Kiev  is  preparing  a  provocation  with  chemical
weapons…This information was confirmed by at least one source in the region,
an employee of a major transportation company engaged in the transshipment
of cargo from rail to road.

According to this source, the dangerous cargo was jointly accompanied by
intelligence services of Ukraine and military, and in full cooperation with the
central and local authorities.

If a major chemical weapons attack on Donbass occurs, the source will be proved right. It
won’t  be  the  first  time.  Kiev  used  toxic  substances  and  cluster  munitions  against  area
freedom  fighters  earlier.  Western  media  ignored  what  happened.

On August 30,  Voice of  Sevastopol  (VOS) headlined “ ‘Moscow Must Burn!’  Right-Wing
Extremists in Ukraine Mobilize,” saying:

“(R)ight-wing volunteer militia leader Dmytro Korchynsky” has a large following in Ukraine.
“I want to lead a crusade against Russia,” he said.

Our  goal  is  not  only  the  expulsion  of  the  occupiers,  but  also  vengeance.
Moscow must burn.

Reuters said Korchynsky wants to create a Christian “Taliban movement.” VOS reported 40
(right-wing, ultranationalist) volunteer militia groups active in Ukraine.

Many of their members were Maidan protesters involved in ousting the former Yanukovych
government. VOS said they pose a serious threat to the current regime – especially if they
have US backing over dissatisfaction with Poroshenko, prime minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk
and other Kiev officials.

They demand Poroshenko’s ouster, imposition of martial law, full-scale war on Donbass,
“unity”  of  Ukraine  by  any  means  necessary,  and  perhaps  disruptive  activities  against
Russia.

On Monday, Moscow’s EU envoy Vladimir Chizhov said Ukraine’s constitutional changes
violate the letter and spirit of Minsk – calling for Donbass “special status” self-governance.

Poroshenko rejects it  – saying constitutional amendments he proposed prohibit “special
status.” Chizhov accused him of introducing changes without consulting Donbass officials as
required by Minsk, excluding their rights, flagrantly violating ceasefire terms.

“I think the core of the problem is the inability, or unwillingness, or both, of the Ukrainian
government  and  President  Poroshenko  to  sit  down  and  negotiate  directly  with
representatives  of  Donetsk  and  Lugansk,”  Chizhov  explained.

Donetsk Parliament Speaker Denis Pushilin said “(w)e do not recognize what is going on now
in the Rada (parliament) as we know for sure that the amendments proposed by Poroshenko
are just an imitation of the Minsk agreements implementation.”
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The rights of Donbass residents are excluded from Kiev’s parliamentary debates. Policies
directed  by  Washington  call  for  continued  war,  defeating  Donbass  freedom  fighters  and
maintaining  instability  on  Russia’s  border.

America’s agenda heightens the possibility of direct confrontation – a reckless policy risking
the use of nuclear weapons for the first time since WW II.

Stephen Lendman lives in Chicago. He can be reached at lendmanstephen@sbcglobal.net.

His  new book  as  editor  and  contributor  is  titled  “Flashpoint  in  Ukraine:  US  Drive  for
Hegemony Risks WW III.”

http://www.claritypress.com/LendmanIII.html

Visit his blog site at sjlendman.blogspot.com.

Listen to cutting-edge discussions with distinguished guests on the Progressive Radio News
Hour on the Progressive Radio Network.

It  airs  three times weekly:  live on Sundays at  1PM Central  time plus two prerecorded
archived programs.
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